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  Gray, Gray & Gray News - Employee Benefit Plan Audits

Happy New Year from Gray, Gray & Gray!

Saying farewell to 2022 and hello to 2023! There has been so much positivity in 2022 that we are
incredibly grateful for. Thank you to our team members for their efforts and dedication to delivering more
for our clients and one another, and to our clients for their continued commitment to our firm. Wishing
everyone health, happiness and success in 2023. Click HERE to learn more about how we celebrated
throughout 2022. Please note: Gray, Gray & Gray will be closed on Monday, January 2nd. We will
resume normal business hours on Tuesday, January 3rd.

Full Article

  Employee Benefits

Is Our Employee Assistance Plan Subject to COBRA and ERISA?

Many employers offer an employee assistance plan (EAP) which provides counseling benefits. Employers
may wonder if these plans are subject to the rules under the Consolidated Omnibus Budget Reconciliation
Act (COBRA) and the Employment Retirement Income Security Act (ERISA). This article discusses the
issues involved in EAPs.

Full Article

  Benefits Administration

Are You Getting Ripped Off by Workers' Compensation Fraud?

Workers' Compensation is a great resource for employees who genuinely need it, and a protection for
the employer. It's also a significant expense for businesses. Unfortunately, among those employees who
are less than honest, a growing number have begun to view Workers' Comp as a pot of gold to be mined.
Here are some red flags to watch for when Workers' Comp claims arise.

Full Article

  Benefit Tax Issues

Protect Your Company's Plan From an IRS Attack

If your business sponsors a retirement plan, you must invest prudently and stay in compliance with
numerous complex federal requirements. If you don't follow the rules, the IRS could disqualify your plan.
Here are some steps to help keep you from falling into a costly noncompliance trap.

Full Article
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  Disclaimer of Liability

Our firm provides the information in this e-newsletter for general guidance only, and does not constitute the provision of legal advice, tax advice, accounting services, investment advice, or
professional consulting of any kind. The information provided herein should not be used as a substitute for consultation with professional tax, accounting, legal, or other competent advisers. Before
making any decision or taking any action, you should consult a professional adviser who has been provided with all pertinent facts relevant to your particular situation. Tax articles in this e-
newsletter are not intended to be used, and cannot be used by any taxpayer, for the purpose of avoiding accuracy-related penalties that may be imposed on the taxpayer. The information is
provided "as is," with no assurance or guarantee of completeness, accuracy, or timeliness of the information, and without warranty of any kind, express or implied, including but not limited to
warranties of performance, merchantability, and fitness for a particular purpose. 

The information contained in this communication (including any attachments and/or re-directs to other online sources) is not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, for the purpose of
avoiding penalties under the Internal Revenue Code.  

Webinar content is intended for educational purposes only. Webinars provide a brief summary based on our understanding and interpretation of current law. All tax references are to federal tax law
only, unless otherwise stated. The information contained in the webinars is general in nature and is based on authorities that are subject to change. It is not, and should not be construed as
accounting, legal or tax advice or opinion provided by Gray, Gray & Gray, LLP. The material presented may not be applicable to, or suitable for, specific circumstances or needs, and may require
consideration of non-tax factors and tax factors not described herein. Contact Gray, Gray & Gray or another tax professional prior to taking any action based upon this information. Changes in tax
laws or other factors could affect, on a prospective or retroactive basis the information contained herein; Gray, Gray & Gray assumes no obligation to inform the reader/webinar attendee of any
such changes. The material presented is not intended to, and cannot be used to, avoid IRS penalties. This material supports the marketing and promotion of accounting services. Seek advice
based on your particular circumstances from independent tax, legal accounting, insurance, investment, and financial advisors.
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